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Abstract

Border-zone (BZ) tissue, representing viable yet re-
modelled myocardium surrounding infarct scars, has
been strongly correlated with arrhythmogenic risk post-
myocardial infarction. How the electrophysiological re-
modelling in BZ tissue facilitates arrhythmogenesis, par-
ticularly of a focal origin, is currently unknown. In this
study, we used computational models of human ventricu-
lar tissue to quantify spatial changes in action potential
duration (APD) and effective refractory period (ERP) in
the presence of electrophysiological BZ remodelling. Re-
ductions in sodium channel conductivity to 35% increased
ERP by > 30 ms relative to healthy tissue in absence
of significant changes in APD due to a decrease in tis-
sue excitability. When combined with remodelling of re-
polarising potassium currents, larger changes in ERP of
> 60 ms occurred, due to concurrent increases in APD.
Spatial plots of ERP along interfaces between healthy and
BZ regions showed high spatial ERP gradients. Such het-
erogeneity may facilitate unidirectional block of nearby fo-
cal ectopic beats, providing an important focal arrhythmo-
genenic substrate.

1. Introduction

Regions of infarct scar tissue, occurring post myocar-
dial infarction, have been strongly correlated with in-
creased risk of reentrant ventricular arrhythmias. Border-
zone (BZ) tissue, constituting viable yet remodelled my-
ocardium surrounding infarct scars, is often interspersed
with collageneous fibrosis that can effectively slow elec-
trical activation [4]. Although the manner in which the
slowed conduction through BZ tissue facilitates the scar’s
ability to sustain a reentrant circuit is reasonably well un-
derstood [2], its potential role in the initial genesis of these
reentrant arrhythmias is far less well known.

The electrophysiological properties of BZ tissue is
known to be significantly different to the neighbouring
healthy myocardium, and may underlie its role as an ar-
rhythmogenic substrate. Isolated myocytes from BZ tis-

sue have been shown to display significant remodelling
corresponding to the down-regulation of numerous indi-
vidual ion channels and transport processes [3]. Down-
regulation of the fast sodium current (INa) and the L-type
calcium current ICaL cause reduced excitability, lower ac-
tion potential amplitude, decreased upstroke velocity and
consequently slow conduction. A reduction in repolaris-
ing potassium currents (IKr, IKs, Ito) causes prolonga-
tion of the action potential, and can give rise to the forma-
tion of early-afterdepolarisation. As well as remodelling
of ionic currents, cell-to-cell conductivity is often affected
by a combination of down-regulation and re-distribution of
Cx-43, in addition to physical separation of myocytes by
interstitial fibrotic clefts as well as the potential presence
of electrically-coupled myofibroblasts [4].

We have recently demonstrated [5, 6] that changes in
local electrotonic loading (due to the presence of tissue
boundaries, small cavities and rapid tissue expansions),
can significantly affect the excitability of cardiac tissue,
causing a corresponding spatial variation in local effec-
tive refractory period (ERP). Such spatial gradients in ERP
were witnessed in absence of any significant changes in
action potential duration (APD), and were shown to be re-
sponsible for causing uni-directional block and subsequent
arrhythmia induction. In this study, we aim to investi-
gate whether the reduction in excitability within BZ tissue
due to ionic remodelling may combine with the known in-
creases in APD in these regions, to introduce significant
gradients in ERP that may facilitate uni-directional block
at the boundary between BZ and healthy myocardium.

2. Methods

The computational domain used to perform simulations
constituted a square of tissue of size 20 mm, discretised
into a structured quadrilateral finite element mesh, with
nodal spacing 100 µm. The tissue was divided in half
along the y-axis to represent a heterogeneous region of
tissue in which the healthy myocardium adjoins the BZ
tissue. The right-hand side was assigned BZ ionic proper-
ties whilst the left-hand side was assigned to be healthy
myocardium, shown in the schematic Figure 1. Pacing
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Figure 1. Diagram of tissue setup showing pacing stimu-
lus site (blue bar) along with sites of ERP calculation.

stimuli were applied to the left-hand edge of the tissue
(y = −10mm edge). In all simulations, the cell models
were pre-paced for 50 beats at a cycle length of 500 ms and
state variables saved, prior to use within the tissue models.
The tissue was subsequently pre-paced at this location for
10 beats. APD was computed for the 10th beat.

ERP was computed following the 10th beat at a series of
different spatial locations along the central x-axis between
x = −7 mm and x = +7 mm, using a stimulus region of
size 200 × 200 µm (Figure 1). The protocol was also re-
peated using pre-pacing applied to the right-hand edge of
the tissue (y = +10mm edge), as the heterogeneous dis-
tribution of ionic conductances is expected to interact with
differing gradients in repolarisation in these two scenarios.

Electrophysiological activity was computed using a fi-
nite element monodomain representation with the Car-
diac Arrhythmia Research Package [7]. Ionic dynamics
were represented by the ten Tusscher human ventricular
cell model. Modifications to BZ tissue were based-on
those used previously in the literature [8], involving re-
ductions in ionic conductances of: GKr to 30%, GKs to
20%, GCaL to 30%, and GNa to 35% of their respec-
tive normal values. An alternative tissue setup was also
considered in which the BZ only had a reduction in GNa

to 35% imposed, with all other conductances being kept
at their healthy values. Tissue conductivity of healthy
myocardium was assigned an isotropic value of 0.2 S/m,
while the conductivity of BZ tissue was further reduced to
0.05 S/m.

3. Results

3.1. Effect of Reduced Sodium on APD &
ERP across Infarct BZ

Initially, we examine the effects of the tissue setup in
which GNa is reduced to 35% in the BZ tissue, but all

other ionic conductances are initially kept at their default
healthy values. We also consider two different cases of
tissue conductivity with the BZ tissue either assigned the
lower conductivity of 0.05 S/m or alternatively the same
conductivity as the healthy regions of 0.2 S/m.

Figure 2A plots the spatial variation in APD along the
horizontal mid-line of the tissue (Figure 1), whilst Fig-
ure 2B plots the spatial variation in ERP along the same
line, calculated as described above, for a BZ conductivity
of 0.2 S/m. Figure 2C & D show similar APD and ERP
data for the case of a BZ conductivity of 0.05 S/m. Two
different plots are shown in each panel for the cases of left-
to-right or right-to-left wavefront propagation.

In the case of APD, little spatial variation is seen for
either BZ conductivity. Here, any effect of a slightly in-
creased APD in the BZ where GNa is reduced interacts
with the well-known reduction in APD along the direction
of propagation due to electrotonic interactions, meaning
slight differences are seen between left-to-right and right-
to-left propagation. Despite little differences in APD, sub-
stantial differences in ERP are witnessed between regions.
In Figure 2B, ERP is seen to differ by approximately 40 ms
between healthy and BZ regions, with a very rapid change
between the two, leading to a correspondingly high ERP
spatial gradient around the centre line. In Figure 2D, a
similarly rapid change in ERP is seen around the centre of
the tissue, increasing by approximately 40− 60 ms, again
giving a high gradient in ERP in this area. However, ERP
decreases again deeper into the BZ tissue, falling to a value
approximately 20 ms greater than deep within the healthy
tissue (comparing the far left- and right-side of the tissue).

This difference between ERP in the BZ for different BZ
tissue conductivity is due to the fact that a lower conduc-
tivity reduces the electrotonic loading at the stimulus site,
facilitating focal capture and lowering ERP compared to
higher conductivity regions. However, this acts against
the raised APD and reduced excitability in the BZ, both of
which act to raise ERP. A high ERP is seen in the centre of
the domain as here the tissue on the left side is still highly
conducting, increasing the electronic loading. Thus, the
overall loading on BZ in the centre of the domain is larger
here than deep within the BZ (further to the right).

3.2. Combined Effect of Other Ionic Cur-
rent Modulations

Figure 3 shows similar data to Figure 2, but in this case
the BZ tissue has reductions in other ionic conductances
imposed, in addition to reductions in GNa. Contrary to
the previous scenario in Figure 2, in this case, a significant
variation in APD is witnessed between BZ and healthy my-
ocardium, with a smooth transition in between (smoothed
by electronic interactions), which is seen for both reduced
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Figure 2. Healthy myocardial tissue (left) proximal to BZ tissue (right) separated by vertical black dotted-line, plotting
APD and ERP along midway horizontal lines across the tissue (row of blue squares). Plots are shown corresponding to
measurements taken following both right-to-left (RtoL) and left-to-right (LtoR) pre-pacing across the tissue. Only gNa is
reduced by a factor of 0.35 in BZ tissue. BZ tissue conductivity is 0.2 S/m (upper panels) and 0.05 S/m (lower panels).
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Figure 3. Healthy myocardial tissue (left) proximal to BZ tissue (right) separated by vertical black dotted-line, plotting
APD and ERP along midway horizontal lines across the tissue (a row of blue squares). Plots are shown corresponding
to measurements taken following both right-to-left (RtoL) and left-to-right (LtoR) pre-pacing across the tissue. Full EP
remodelling of all relevant currents is made in BZ tissue. BZ tissue conductivity is 0.2 S/m (upper panels) and 0.05 S/m
(lower panels).

 

 

  



(panel A) and normal (panel C) conductivity. Such an ele-
vated APD within the BZ is due to the now imposed reduc-
tion in conductivities of potassium currents responsible for
the repolarisation phase of the action potential.

Figures 3 B & D show that the increase in APD between
normal tissue and BZ in panels A & C acts to augment the
rise in ERP seen previously in Figure 2 in the case where
onlyGNa was modulated (with little change in APD seen).
In the case of similar tissue conductivity in the healthy and
BZ regions (panel B), a significant increase in ERP is seen,
rising by up to almost 80 ms between healthy and BZ tis-
sue. In the case where BZ tissue conductivity is reduced
(panel D), the initial rise in ERP is similar to panel B in
the tissue transition region, however, further into the BZ
tissue, ERP reduces due to the reduced electrotonic load-
ing due to the lower tissue conductivity.

4. Discussion & Conclusions

BZ tissue surrounding regions of infarct scar is known
to be a signature of elevated risk of reentrant arrhythmias.
However, the mechanisms by which BZ tissue may initi-
ate of reentry is not well understood. In this work, we
have demonstrated how electrophysiological remodelling
of ionic conductances within BZ can lead to significant
gradients in ERP between BZ and healthy myocardium,
which may provide an important mechanism of arrhythmia
initiation via uni-directional block.

ERP measures how soon tissue can be excited follow-
ing an initial pacing stimulus. Here, we have shown that
the decrease in sodium channel conductance GNa alone
can lead to significant increases in ERP within BZ tis-
sue, due to the related reduction in excitability (without
any change in APD). However, when combined with con-
current changes in other ionic currents frequently mea-
sured experimentally in BZ tissue (primarily in repolar-
ising potassium currents), the corresponding increase in
APD in BZ tissue acts alongside this reduction in excitabil-
ity due to reducedGNa to further raise ERP in BZ regions.

We have further shown that such an increase in ERP in
BZ tissue can lead to a high spatial ERP gradient between
healthy myocardium and the BZ region. Such gradients are
present both when the initial wavefront (prior to ERP cal-
culation) occurs from healthy-to-BZ as well as from BZ-
to-healthy tissue. In our previous studies [5, 6], we have
demonstrated how gradients in ERP (caused in these cases
due to differences in electrotonic loading brought about by
structural heterogeneity) can facilitate uni-directional con-
duction block following a focal ectopic beat applied close
to the ERP of tissue experiencing a high gradient. We sug-
gest that a similar mechanism may occur in this scenario.
As BZ tissue is known to be more susceptible to afterpo-
larisations [3], such a mechanism of conduction block due
to ERP gradients, driven by local electrophysiological re-

modelling, could help explain increased arrhythmogenic
risk of BZ tissue.
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